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This learning paper offers an overview of the formative context and content of my recently

published book, Wonder: A Grammar, focusing on some of the challenges the project faced

and the insights that emerged from it. Many of these challenges related to the basic task of

fixing the boundaries and identity of the subject. They reflect, among other things, the

linguistic basis of our access to emotional concepts, the historical change these concepts have

undergone, the linguistic idiosyncrasies of wonder, but also the unstable place of wonder in

our everyday lives. Responding to these challenges is a partly matter of re-educating

expectations about what it means to answer the question „What is wonder?“ and striking a

balance between „fixing“ the subject and remaining sensitive to its fluid boundaries.
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In the winter of 2012, I received a 3-month research grant from the Foundation to work on
a project titled „A Sense of Wonder: Revisiting the ‘First of the Passions’.” The aim of this
project was to prepare for publication a piece of research that had already reached an
advanced stage. This work was finally brought to completion in the spring of 2015 with the
publication of my book Wonder: A Grammar by the State University of New York Press. 

The beginnings of the book lay in a collaborative venture I had organised in 2008 at the
University of Cambridge, where I had brought together a number of researchers working in
different disciplines – art, science, philosophy, religion – to discuss the notion of wonder
and to explore its nature, its value, its historical presences in these different fields, and its
historical transformations. The same aims were reflected in the collection of papers that
took shape after this event, which appeared as Practices of Wonder: Cross-Disciplinary
Perspectives in 2012. Given the rich history of philosophical preoccupation with wonder,
the focus of that collection fell heavily on philosophical approaches to the topic, but there
were a number of papers issuing from broader perspectives. There were papers that
approached wonder through the lens of contemporary psychological research, that explored
its historical place in literary criticism and scientific practice, and that took a step away from
the European context to consider its status in classical Indian aesthetics. 

All collaborative ventures of this kind require effort to ensure that the conversation they aim
at really happens; interdisciplinary collaborations do so even more. It may not seem
surprising in this light that my own book first began as an attempt to make that conver-
sation happen in the pages of that collection. More specifically, it took its origin as an
attempt to provide a larger narrative in which to situate these different explorations – an
interstitial meditation that would make these explorations speak to each other more fully,
eliciting their themes and synthesising their findings, and showing how they responded to
some of the central questions of the project. In the process, it slowly moved away from these
origins to become a larger and more independent meditation on wonder, one that betrayed
its origins in several ways, not least in its heavy philosophical focus and its interest in an
interdisciplinary perspective. 

These distant origins may yield themselves to readers of the book who go out looking for
them. But it is the book’s more proximate origins that are likely to catch their attention most
immediately. And here, the proximate origin that did the most to give the book its present
shape was (perhaps unsurprisingly again) another book on the topic, one that I had found
myself engaging in conversation from the earliest moments of planning the interdisciplinary
collaboration I’ve described. This was a book written by the Harvard literary critic Philip
Fisher, Wonder, the Rainbow, and the Aesthetics of Rare Experiences (1998), which offered
a lucid reflection on wonder that emphasised its double status as an aesthetic experience and
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as a stimulus of intellectual inquiry. Lucid, but also provocative – provocative in a way that
perhaps only very lucid reflections can be. Central to the book was an understanding of won-
der that Fisher crystallised in the following definition: „a sudden experience of an extra-
ordinary object that produces delight.”1

It was by meditating on this lucid definition and discovering the shadows that disturb its
lucidity that I arrived at the shape of my own book, and at a better way of approaching some
of the overarching questions that had organised the collaborative venture from which it
began – above all: what is wonder, and why does it matter? Shifted about, each of the words
appearing in this definition seemed to me to mask a question. Wonder can certainly occur
„suddenly,” for example, as the result of something „extraordinary” or unexpected we have
never or rarely seen before. But this description did not seem to fit many of the experiences
that had led me to take an interest in the topic in the first place. Nor did it fit many of the
experiences that earlier thinkers had made a reference point in talking about wonder. In
philosophy, when Aristotle had described the sense of wonder that stimulated inquiry, he
had illustrated it by referring to the human response to the „phenomena of the moon and
those of the sun and of the stars.”2 Although certain astronomical phenomena (eclipses for
instance) may occur „suddenly” and constitute „extraordinary” events, Aristotle had in mind
others (such as solstices) that come before us day in day out, year in year out. Having
rebranded this type of inquiry as a scientific one, it is these kinds of everyday, ordinary
phenomena that we often think of science as being tasked with explaining. And this means
first paying attention to them, and coming to see them (through a process of intellectual
training that is often anything but „sudden”) as extraordinary. 

The attention to the ordinary, similarly, has been a recurring (if not an exclusive) concern in
the aesthetic context, literary and otherwise. In his literary-critical writings, Aristotle himself
had focused more strongly on the extraordinary and the unexpected as a source of wonder.
Yet when later Romantic poets would proclaim with William Wordsworth the „splendour
in the grass” and the „glory in the flower,” they would certainly not be the first to engage the
ordinary as the object of a wondering aesthetic regard. The notion of the „aesthetic,” here,
should not be approached in an insular way. That would be to mask the deeper spiritual and
indeed religious interest that this form of attention has carried at many historical moments,
and still carries. At this juncture, it becomes clear not only that this attention, and the sense
of wonder wrapped up with it, requires cultivation or „production” (to question another one
of the terms of Fisher’s lucid-but-provocative definition), but also that wonder may not be
entirely exhausted in an experience of „delight.” Only a few steps away from wonder – just
how many steps exactly? – lies the more solemn experience of awe. And even if we bracket
the spiritual and religious dimensions and refrain from taking those steps, is it so clear that
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wonder does not already contain a step in that direction, the direction of something that
is less delighting and rather more fearful? Whether you see wonder as responding to the
extraordinary or the ordinary, it will involve some kind of dislocation of your habitual frame
of reference. Can such dislocations ever be entirely painless?

These are the kinds of questions, in a nutshell, that gave the book its structure, leading out
from a lucid-but-for-that-reason-provocative definition of wonder that, in my mind, brought
the very project of defining wonder into question. What resulted was a philosophical
meditation that explores the objects of wonder, its „phenomenology” or experiential tone,
the different ways in which it may arise, and the reasons why we may value it, and that in
doing so trains light on the broader history of wonder and its manifestations across different
disciplines or fields. I called it a „grammar” in an intended contrast with the project of
looking for essentialising definitions. 

Thus far the background and general content of the book. What were the challenges faced
in writing it? Reflecting on this question, I find it difficult to think of the challenges in terms
extrinsic to the writing process itself, and to give an account of them that would be separate
from an account of the content of the book and the development of its ideas. The
challenges I faced in writing the book were challenges in negotiating my responses to its
main questions, and above all the basic question, „What is wonder?” Some of these
challenges derived from the interdisciplinary character of the project, and from the
difficulty of navigating the methodological perspectives of different domains. For example,
one of the most interesting questions to consider in approaching the topic is why wonder has
received such short shrift in contemporary emotion research. The overall neglect of wonder
seems to be a hard fact; yet just how deeply this neglect runs turns out to depend on a
finer-grained reading of some of the relevant facts.

Thus, although wonder had occupied a central place in taxonomies of the emotions in ear-
lier periods – it occupied pride of place, for example, in Descartes’ The Passions of the Soul,
where it was named the first of the passions – contemporary writers tend to pass it over, and
notably exclude it from their lists of emotions identified as „basic.” Yet in taking the
measure of this exclusion, it is important to consider what is the method used in arriving at
such lists and how the scope of the emotion terms that do appear on these lists should be
understood. For instance, the list compiled by one prominent writer on the topic, Paul
Ekman, includes happiness, surprise, fear, anger, sadness, disgust/contempt and interest.
Wonder does not appear on this list; yet a closer consideration of the methodology
underlying this list-making suggests that „surprise” functions as an umbrella term that has
absorbed a number of seemingly distinct emotions that are closely affiliated with wonder,
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such as amazement, bewilderment or awe.3 Just how firmly one draws the conclusion that
wonder is sidelined by contemporary emotion theorists thus depends on how one
understands these theorists to be navigating the boundaries between different emotion
concepts.  

Yet this already suggests that the challenge involved in tracking the subject is not merely a
product of slippery divides between specialised disciplines, but of slippery divides between
concepts that are etched more deeply in the fabric of things – and that is to say: in the fabric
of language. Our access to wonder as a subject of investigation, as to any other emotion
concept, is after all given to us by language, by our mastered ability to use the vocabulary of
wonder in ordinary language. To ask „What is wonder?” – in a Wittgensteinian perspective
that I call on throughout the book – is ultimately to ask a question about the life it leads in
language. The difficulty of answering such a question with the definiteness of a definition
reflects the fact that the boundaries between different concepts are not hermetically sealed.
When is it appropriate to describe a person as expressing wonder as against amazement, as
against surprise, or as against awe? Is there only one concept that could be correctly applied
in a given set of circumstances? Our application of such concepts is rough around the edges.
One of the challenges in writing this book has been that of remaining faithful to this
perspective throughout, and of striking a balance between the need to make positive
affirmations about wonder and the need to stay sensitive to its fluid boundaries. 

What makes the task of navigating the divides between concepts even more challenging is
the fact that these divides have not survived the passage of time unchanged. If we take
seriously the idea that our access to concepts (and to the distinctions between them) is a
linguistic one, this change can be understood as a historical change undergone by language.
This type of change emerged as a central node of the book once I began to negotiate one of
the terms of Fisher’s definition, the phenomenological claim that wonder is an experience of
„delight.” As Mary-Jane Rubenstein, the author of a salient recent account of wonder
(Strange Wonder, 2008), has observed, wonder has not always carried the positive
emotional freight that seems to attach to it almost exclusively in our days. In ancient Greek,
the vocabulary of wonder harboured a connection to fear – a darker inflection mirrored in
prominent philosophical approaches to wonder of the time, such as the one we find in Plato.
Throughout its linguistic history, the connection between wonder (and cognate notions
such as „admiration”) and the element of the fearful or the terrible has often recurred.4 In
the 17th century, one could use this vocabulary in distinctly negative contexts, as in speaking
of „a wonderfull massacre,” and even as late as the 19th century, it had not yet acquired the
positive associations of later usage, as evidenced by George Eliot’s use of the expressions
„contemptuous wonder” and „frightened wonder” in Middlemarch.5
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In asking „What is wonder?” these changes (easy to overlook if we overlook the linguistic
dimension of psychological concepts) cannot be ignored. Yet the phenomenology of
wonder (and the historical responses we give to this question) turns out to be complicated
further by the fact that the way this phenomenology is approached depends on the thicker
intellectual schemes that mediate one’s reflection and the resources they make available. This
was a key point that I found myself grappling with in engaging one of the most prominent
recent narratives of the history of wonder, Lorraine Daston and Katharine Park’s Wonders
and the Order of Nature (1998), and its treatment of one particular case study in the
historical transformation of the „identity” of wonder – the account of this emotion given by
the 18th-century philosopher Adam Smith. Smith’s account of wonder places a strong
emphasis on the phenomenological experience of discomfort. Yet this account can in part be
understood as reflecting the thicker intellectual scheme within which Smith is operating,
namely Hume’s conception of the mind and of the „orderliness” that forms its default state. 

These are some of the challenges that were involved in teasing out the responses we might
give to the question „What is wonder?”, and some of the reasons that render it a slippery
question to answer. There are others. In the course of working on this book, whenever I
brought up the subject with friends or colleagues, I was often met with expressions of per-
plexity. It was as if, even though everyone could understand the word, there was something
about it that made the topic hard to pin down – as if one didn’t quite know where to look
for wonder in one’s experience. „Is wonder even an emotion?” I was asked. It is an interesting
question, not least for thematising a deeper question about what it means to identify some-
thing as an emotion. But there are certain ways of understanding this perplexity. 

Accepting that language provides us with the most important basis for reflecting on the
identity of wonder, we can see at least one reason why wonder is especially difficult to
ring-fence compared with other emotion concepts. With many other emotions, a first step
in approaching them is to consider the linguistic expressions to which they lend themselves.
„I’m angry with you,” we say, „I love you,” „I feel so disappointed, so sad, so afraid.” The
vocabulary of wonder, by contrast, seems to stand out as an exception, rarely figuring in the
content of such spontaneous expressions in a way that would make it easy for us to pick it
out for more reflective analysis. The most ordinary expression of wonder is not „I wonder”
(though there is more that could be said about the different uses of this vocabulary); it is
something as simple (and near-wordless) as „Wow!” 

This is not the only reason why „fixing” the subject proves troublesome compared with
other emotions. On the one hand, one could say that it is an intrinsic or constitutive aspect
of feature of wonder that it simply could not be an everyday kind of experience. Whether it
directs itself to the extraordinary and unfamiliar, or to the ordinary as extraordinary and the
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familiar as unfamiliar, it seems to involve a break in the flow of habitual perception – a break
that does not come naturally and could not come all the time. On the other hand, the rarity
of wonder as an experience, and its rare appearances within our ordinary linguistic use,
appear to reflect something of broader importance about the status of wonder within
contemporary (particularly higher intellectual) culture. On one level, the vocabulary of
wonder is sprinkled liberally all around us, and all we need to do is scan the titles of popular
science books or TV shows or tune into the latest commercial to get it under our nails
(Starbucks’ recent Christmas logo „Create wonder, share joy!”). Yet on another level, it
seems to me that it is not a vocabulary we feel comfortable using and being heard to use.
Wonder is simultaneously everywhere and nowhere. Writers on the subject have sometimes
spoken of the demise of wonder. And while I think there is a more complex story to be told
about this demise, its cultural decline may explain why wonder proves so hard to „get under
one’s nails” when one sets out to look – or listen – for it.

The above hopefully provides a picture of some of the main challenges involved in writing
the book and negotiating its subject. To speak of the multiple sources of the „elusiveness” or
„slipperiness” of wonder is not to say that this elusiveness exacts a wholesale surrender. If
that was the case, this book would never have seen the light of day. Thus, for example, to
say that wonder is comparatively harder to anchor as a linguistic phenomenon is not to say
that it cannot be anchored in our linguistic usage at all – that it cannot at some level be
sufficiently „fixed” to talk about it. We may not always be able to tell wonder sharply apart
from surprise, or amazement, or awe; we may not often use its characteristic vocabulary. But
our linguistic grasp of it is sufficiently strong in a core of central cases to allow us to make it
a subject of reflection. What I have described as „challenges” are not reasons to avoid the
subject but reasons not to insist on „fixing” it too definitely, and not obstacles to be
overcome but ways of educating our expectations about what it means to ask „What is?” of
this emotional phenomenon as of others. The most important lesson is learning to fine-tune
these expectations and strike a balance between fixing things with certainty and allowing
their boundaries to breathe. 

1 Philip Fisher, Wonder, the Rainbow, and the Aesthetics of Rare Experiences (Cambridge,
MA, and London: Harvard University Press, 1998), 55.
2 Metaphysics 982b, as translated by W. D. Ross (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1924).
3 I read this out of Paul Ekman’s remarks in „Are There Basic Emotions?” Psychological
Review 99 (1992): 550, and his earlier piece with W. Friesen and P. Ellsworth, WWhat
Emotion Categories or Dimensions Can Observers Judge from Facial Behavior?” in P.
Ekman, ed., Emotion in the Human Face (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982,
2nd ed.), 44–45.
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4 Mary-Jane Rubenstein, Strange Wonder: The Closure of Metaphysics and the Opening of
Awe (New York: Columbia University Press, 2008), introduction, esp. p. 9, citing Edmund
Burke.
5 Middlemarch (New York: Bantam, 1985 [1871–72]), 581 and 753.
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